Abstract: Detailed simulations of EAS have been carried out with CORSIKA program in order to evaluate the energy brought by different shower components at ground level and transmitted underground. A special attention is given to the angular distributions and to the collimation of beams penetrating deep underground or underwater. The natural collimation of high energy particles in EAS cores results mainly from the ratio between the transverse and the longitudinal momenta of secondary particles generated in the earliest interactions. This collimation is partly conserved by high energy muons and neutrinos. In the case of high energy muons, we study the effect of the geomagnetic field and observe a clear separation between charge and negative particles in the case of inclined EAS. Those last results are obtained with the curved option of CORSIKA.
Introduction
Nowadays several facilities are able to propagate inside the Earth crust neutrino beams after the decay of charged pions and kaons in tunnels of suitable length following the pion collimation with magnetic horns. Such is the case of KEK J. PARC and T2K (250 and 395 km to Kamiokande), OPERA and MINOS (732 km to Gran Sasso and Irvine Mine, resp.). To understand in parallel the collimation of high energy muons and neutrinos pentrating deep underground we perform a few simulations : those simulations help to to identify inside the EAS cores the natural conditions of collimation of pion beams able to replace the magnetic focusing. The main features near the shower axis such as lateral distributions, energy spectrum, angular distributions are calculated for primary protons and primary iron nuclei. Thanks to the curved option of CORSIKA we study also the case of very inclined EAS to measure up to what extent energetic muons may be scattered after being submitted during a long pathto the geomagnetic field.
Taking the opportunity of the CURVED option of COR-SIKA, we consider finally the case of very inclined showers and pointing out a new context where positive and negative muons of very high energies are completely separated. Such circumstance opens an unexpected approach for studying both primay mass and ultra high energy (HE) A-A collisions.
High energy muons and neutrinos in EAS cores

simulation features
The first simulations were carried with CORSIKA [4] with QGSJET model describing the multiple production generating via charged pion and kaon decays the most important part of muons and neutrinos reaching ground level [1, 2] . CORSIKA options involved in the simulation are the following:
-Hadronic interaction model: QGSJET.
-Primary particle: proton, iron.
-Primary particle energy : 10 5 up to 10 9 GeV.
-Analysis concentrated on : neutrinos and muons.
-Energy cutoff : 100 GeV.
-EAS core : radius ≤ 10 m.
The choice of a common lower energy threshold of 100 GeV (or above) facilitates the observation of possible features correlated to the primary interaction properties. Those simulations have been partly repeated with a most recent version of CORSIKA i.e. CORSIKA-6971 and the curved option has been selected in the case of very inclined EAS. The HE (above 80GeV/n) hadronic interaction models QGSJET 01 version 1c [5] has been used in both sets of simulation.The EGS4 (Electron Gamma Shower system version 4) is opted for simulation of the electromagnetic component of shower that incorporates all the major interactions of electrons and photons (see [6] ). The curved option of CORSIKA takes into account the sphericity of the earth with a more accurate description of the atmosphere for zenith angle larger than 70 o . Geomagnetic field is taken at Karlsruhe latitude.
Results
The lateral distribution of positive and negative muons obtained for proton and iron primaries are displayed on figure 1 at 10 7 and 10 9 GeV on figure 2.
The average distance to shower axis does not indicate a strong concentration formuons, respectively of 24.93m and 30.78m for proton and iron primaries in the case of vertical showers. In contrast, the neutrinos for vertical showers remain very collimated around the shower axis with very small zenith angles as shown on the histogram of figure 3 for proton and remains similar for iron primary. The average neutrino emission angle of the neutrinos with respect to the shower axis is given in the following table 1 for different primaries and energies. Super magnets for focusing pion beams, decaying in km tunnels, permit nowadays t he propagation of neutrinos beams from proton synchrotron in the Earth crust at distances of 700-1000 km. The pocket formula of the pioneers [7] illustrates clearly the problem in distinguishing the two sources of angular divergence, the angle of emission of secondary mesons (ma inly charged pions) Θ p−π , and the angle of emission of the muon-neut rino during pion decay) Θ π−ν :
Thanks to a good magnetic focusing of the charged pion such that Θ p−π Θ π−ν , the overall divergence is governed by the neutrino decay angle. Consequently, the radius of the neutrino beam of a 10 TeV accelerator wa s expected 50 m for a distance of 1000 m. This radius is about 2 km for OPERA af ter 732 km of propagation [8] from the 400 GeV CERN Super-Synchrotron with lower neutrino energy (about 18 GeV). The angular distribution simulated for energetic neutrinos indicates that the neutrinos contained in the shower core of giant EAS can cross the earth crust and generate upward muons [3] 3 Geomagnetic effect on very inclined showers
Thanks to the curved option of CORSIKA the muon and electron propagation for very inclined EAS has been simulated up to near horizontal showers at 89 o inclination.. In the most inclined cascades the trajectories of the muons may exceed 100 and even 1000km.... This was the opportunity to point out a very clear separation of charged muons by the geomagnetic field increasing with the zenith angle. In order to compensate the important deviations due to the longer path along part of helicoidal trajectories, detection at high altitude concerning muons of very high energy are prefered. This circumstance with the choice of very energetic muons help the observation of a complete charge separation. Therefore the observation level is taken here at an altitude of4300m. We present here one set of target diagrams (coordinates of muons crossing the horizontal plane at the obsrvation level in various circumstances for groups of 100 showers with Θ = 75 o inclination, combing p and Fe primaries and azimuth Φ of 0 o and 90 o . For a primary energy near LHC upper limit of 100 PeV, the target diagram of muons is shown on figure 4 . The elliptic footprint is distributed along Ox axis, positive muons lying above Ox and negative muons under Ox. The circumstance of p primaries arriving with an azimuthal angle Φ = 90 o from West direction is presented in figure 5 .
Conversely to the previous situation, the elliptic footprint lies approximately along Oy axis and positive muons to the left are separated from negative muons to the right by axis Oy. The case of primary Fe nuclei coming from North direction is shown on figure 6 .
We notice that the muons are more concentrated for heavy primaries and also a larger muon content than for p primaries. Similar remarks concern the showers initiated by Fe nuclei in West direction on figure 7 The separation shown on figure 5 where there is practically no overlap of charged positive and negative muons along Oy axis for both x and y coordinates of individual muons is detailed on figure 8 (along Oy axis, dashed mu+, dotted mu-). Histograms are similar for positive and negative muons along 0x, but they back to back along Oy. Some parameters characterizing very inclined EAS and the distortion of the muon component by the geomagnetic field are plotted in Table 2 (l length of muon dipole, φ azimuth of this dipole)
Comparing showers for Θ = 75 o it appears that high energy muon abundance and dipole length increase when going from light to heavy primaries. The dipole length increases also considerably in the case of propagation to the West direction. The present simulations are in progress to locate the most favourable conditions of detection to get simultaneously a clear separation of charge muons together 
Conclusion and perspectives
The simulation shows the possibility to determine new parameters to distinguish in the internal azimuthal asymmetries in EAS generated by the geomagnetic field hints of the primary composition. Those effects are emphasized in the case of very inclined showers and HE muons. They concern also primaries of larger energy than considered in this article. The HE muons in larger number for energies close to the upper limit of the LHC are excellent messengers from the earliest interaction with informations on Pt and charged pseudo-rapidity distribution. They might conserve asymmetries connected with the observation by ALICE in the LHC of p-A collisions, with the advantage of observation in Laboratory system at very low x. Table 2 : Muon component distortion for very inclined EAS, l is the muon dipole l ength, φ is the azimutal direction of this dipole in the horizontal plane, angles are in degrees,N µ is the average number of muons with enrgy exceeding Et New calculations are in progress to find the most favourable combinations (altitude, muon energy threshold, primary energy, zenith angle, various azimuth angle) in order to get new informations from the geomagnetic separation of high energy muons in very inclined EAS . New detector might be considered such as transition radiation detectors (only muons can be seen with large Lorentz factor arrived inside very inclined showers), vertical structure like walls of emulsion bricks and also combination with Cerenkov Telescope inclined near a vertical position.
